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T H E  L E C T U R E R S

“Makeup is not only a skill, it is also a form of art. It is always 

difficult to get people to acknowledge art. There-

fore, in order to get their acknowledgement, much 

passion and patience is needed. Train and upgrade 

yourself, and strive to become a successful makeup artist.”

- Casay Gooi -

Principal C A S E Y  G O O I

Director of  Private Colors Beauty & 
Makeup Academy. He has possessed 

more than 10 years of experience in the field, 
leaving a name in the Malaysian makeup & 
hairstyling industry. 

He has obtained certificates and recognitions, 
such as Sijil Kemahiran Malaysia (SKM) 
Level 2 & 3, as well as SKM Vocational 
Training Operation (VTO) Level 3 in makeup. 
He has also completed his Diploma course at 
LULUN Contour Makeup Academy in Korea 
with distinction. 

Having Private  Colors Beauty & Makeup 
Academy established, Casey worked with his 
team to develop all sorts of makeup courses that 
covers types and trends of makeup available in 
the Malaysia market.
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C A S E Y  G O O I

T E A C H I N G  I N

 C L A S S

Casey Gooi, the principal of Private Colors 

Beauty & Makeup Academy. In order to 

cultivate his students to become talented 

makeup artists, he usually conducts the classes himself. 

Under his guidance, the students from Private Colors 

Academy are exposed to various makeup events and 

activities for  more exposures and experiences and 

in hope that they will become a successful makeup 

artist in the field after their graduation. 

In 2018, his hardwork and passion has led Private 

Colors Academy to be selected as the one of the 

Top 10 Best Makeup Academies in Kuala Lumpur. 

Whereas in 2019, he was interviewed by a 

journalist from an encyclopedia company named 

Britishpedia. In honoured to Casey’s work and 

contribution, his profile will be featured as one of 

the successful people in the Malaysian industry.

As the academy’s principal and lecturer, Casey 

has always want the best for his students. He  

aspires to train the best tutors and to impart his 

vast knowledge in the makeup industry to his 

fellow students. 

Aside of conducting makeup classes, his eyelash 

extension course is widely open and available for 

anyone who is interested and aspired to learn the 

techniques about eyelash extension.

T H E  L E C T U R E R S
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“I aspire to bring out the beauty in people, 

helping them feel comfortable with their beau-

tiful self. My greatest joy is to see the smiles on 

my clients and the new confidence that they 

portray after the make-up session. My vision 

– to break help people unleash their beauty 

from within through make-up and hairdo. 

Everybody can be beautiful inside and out too!”

  - Rachel Fong -

Lecturer
R A C H E L  F O N G

T H E  L E C T U R E R S
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T E A C H I N G  I N

 C L A S S

T H E  L E C T U R E R S

Young but determined. Rachel has 
dreamed to be a makeup artist since 

she was 10-year-old. This dream came true 
as she held on to her passion and love towards 
the beauty and makeup industry. Rachel is 
always dedicated while teaching in class 
and only aspire to guide her students whole 
heartedly by sharing all the knowledge she 
has gained throughout the years in the field.  
 
Rachel does more of bridal jobs for 
clients, and she makes sure that they have 
a radiant and natural glam makeup that 
will last up for the big day. Judging from 
her portfolio, Rachel’s bridal work is more 
to a natural glam as this is a trend that the 
Malaysian Chinese brides lean for. Even 
so, Rachel does not force her perception 
of beauty towards everyone. In fact, she 
would always consult with her clients to 
create the final desired look that they want.
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August &
FAVOuRITES

2019September

HMUA: Casey Gooi
Model: Frost Yaw
Photography: Zed Goh
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# N O R U L E S J U S T L I P S

There are twelve of these limited edition lipsticks in their 

fancy red packaging and are the first 12 shades released 

by their founder, François Nars back in 1994. This coming 

September, Nars will launch their exclusive anniversary 

lipstick collection featuring the twelve original shades in 

matte, satin and creamy finish to commemorate their iconic 

25th anniversary.

2019
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Just the red packaging lipsticks? Nope. Nars has decided to introduce another provocative 72 shades of pigmented 
and trendsetting lipsticks in addtion to the original 12 shades of lipsticks! in a matte black packaging and they named 
it the Dolce Vita lipsticks!  

In addition, the company has also made a video regarding the whole launch and celebration! 
 

NO RULES. JUST LIPS.
Unexpected color. Unapologetic collection. Let your lips lead the way. Introducing a new lineup of 
Lipstick inspired by the revolutionary vision of Francois Nars. Bring on bolds and brights for 
groundbreaking style; expose yourself with seductive nudes that leave nothing to hide. Dynamic blend of 
Moringa and Passion Fruit Seed Oils enhances color vibrancy and conditions lips for radically lightweight 
wear and unprecedented feel. Featuring 60 shades in three finishes. Endless artistry. Infinite expression.
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Last year, NARS has included lipstick, the Spring Blush and 

Liquid Blush into their Orgasm Collection.

This summer, the beauty brand NARS has proudly launched 

a trio of new products into their Orgasm Collection line. Not 

only it is limited edition, but it is recently becoming the cult 

favorite!

Their powder blush, liquid blush, liquid highlighter and lip 

balm, all comes in a chic, sleek and pink packaging. PINK, 

the colour that girls cannot resist!

As their orgasm palette comes in six shades, they are 

extremely versatile as they can be used on the cheeks, eyes 

and lips. The palette gives a satin, shiny and pigmented finish 

on the skin, leaving a healthy and natural-looking glow on 

the skin.

Orgasm
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THE ORGASM 
COLLECTION
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HMUA: Casey Gooi
Model: Shanice Ng, Peace Ng
Photography: Zed Goh

August & September
Are you wondering what are the projects we have done aside from lecturing?

Let’s dive in! 

A L L  T H E  P H O T O S H O O T S  C R E A T E D 
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#NARSISSTS
Collaboration

Project

Nars have come out with their 
natural radiant cushion foundation 
and their iconic no rules, just lips 
lipstick. This collaboration, one 
featuring two models, sisters with 
the cushion foundation applied on 
their skin. The result turned out to 
be extremely flawless on the camera. 

Another shoot with the latest lipstick 
in the shade named Scarlet Empress, 
featuring 

Frost Yaw, from Miss Universe 
Malaysia 2019. Zed Goh, 
is the photographer of the 
photoshoot whereas Principal Casey 
Gooi is the leading MUA. With 
great communication among the 
leaders and assistants, the team has 
managed to produce an amount of 
quality pictures of the sisters and  
Frost!
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HMUA: Casey Gooi
Model: CK
Photography: Zed Goh

植
村
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With the excitement contained after 
unboxing PR boxes from the well-known 
brand Shu Uemura, Principal Casey Gooi 
discovered the uniqueness of the Shu Uemura’s 
new launched Unlimited Collection!

CK, was invited to be the model for the 
photoshoot. Products applied on his skin are
 
1. TSUYA skin refining vita glow lotion fresh
2. Stage Performer Smooth-out Instant Pore 
Blurring Primer
3. Stage Performer Block Booster Protective 
Moisture Primer
4. Unlimited foundation in #664 medium light 
shell w/ Petal 55 Foundation Brush
5. Unlimited concealer #5
6. Face Powder matte ultra-fine loose powder,            
colorless
7. Fresh Topcoat makeup fix mist
8. Hard Formula Sound Black 09 Eyebrow  

pencil
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unlimited

unlimited foundation

Breathable Lasting Foundation with Natural Semi Matte 

Finish SPF 24++

/ The formula is a breathable ultra-thin layer with half 

the thickness of usual foundation.

/ The texture spreads with an even finish that enhances 

your natural skin tone.

/ 24 unlimited matches - discover the new unlimited 

liquid foundation. the widest range of shades for the 

most match

unlimited breathable lasting concealer

/ lightweight liquid texture that effortlessly blends with your skin / 

/ a stretchable thin film ensures high coverage & buildability /

/ infused with japanese rice extracts to make the color stay /

/ 13 shades that cover 5 variances of undertones /



HMUA: Casey Gooi
Model: Vivian
Photography: Zed Goh

REBOOT 
ANTI-FATIGUE FOUNDATION

22
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Sleep or Reboot?

REBOOT 
ANTI-FATIGUE FOUNDATION

/ ALL-DAY BRIGHTHENING /

/ 24-HOURS SMOOTHING /

/ 24-HOURS FIRMING /

/ 24-HOURS HYDRATION /

/ EVENS OUT /
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REBOOT 
ANTI-FATIGUE FOUNDATION

REBOOT ANTI-FATIGUE FOUNDATION is the perfect way to achieve a 

glowing, energized complexion every day (and night!), even when 

life is running at full speed. it unifies and evens out the complexion 

with a natural effect and provides a satin finish that reflects light for a 

radiant glow. Its light to medium coverage is ideal for hiding 

imperfections. REBOOT also offers great “play time” to allow for 

buildable and adjustable coverage. The ultra-sensorial and 

silky-smooth texture provides exceptional comfort for skin. it is ideal for tired 

normal to dry skin that’s in need of some serious boosting.

Sleep or Reboot?

THE IDEAL REBOOT TOOL:

BUFFING FOUNDATION BRUSH #112
MAKE UP FOR EVER makeup artists have designed a new 

brush to apply REBOOT ACTIVE CARE-IN-FOUNDATION: Buffing 

Foundation Brush #112.

The fibers and the density of the new Buffing Foundation 

Brush #112 have been designed to allow both smoothing and 

dabbing motions. its slightly beveled shape is also designed 

to follow the various contours of the face. During application, 

the bristles stay in place and produce a pleasant sensation on 

the skin, while the short, wide handle of the brush allows for an 

optimal grip.This buffing brush works to enha nce the REBOOT 

application experience

* ALL INFORMATION BASED ON MAKE UP FOR EVER
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Sleep or Reboot?
STAR 
PRODUCT

Mist & Fix Hydrating Setting Spray
To seal your makeup, you need the MIST & FIX! A product that is ideal for 
the pros and you, the Mist & Fix setting spray prolongs makeup and holds 
for 12 hours long. It is devotedly lightweight and refreshing, what makes it 
even unique is it is applicable before and even after makeup. Spray it as a 
face mist before makeup for extra hydration and set it after your makeup! 
With its O2 Skin Complex formula, it boosts cellular oxygenation and skin 
radiance!

Ultra HD Loose Powder Microfnishing Loose Powder
Created for the very latest high-definition technologies of the film and TV 
industry, ULTRA HD advanced formulas look invisible on 4K 
camera and to  the naked eye. It works amazing on all skin types and 
gives a light velvety matte effect and a smooth luminous finish on the 
skin itself. Because it is totally translucent, you do not have to worry if it 
works for your shade! A small quantity works wonder, all day long. 

Ultra HD Skin Booster Hydra-Plum Serum
The Skin Booster from the Ultra HD collection will leave you in shock! It instantly boost 
and revive tired skin before you enter the makeup stage. The Skin Booster works as a 
hydra-plumping serum before makeup, prep the skin with it and apply the Skin 
Equalizer primer for a more luminous effect or mix a few drops with your foundation 
for extra hydration!. 

Ultra HD Foundation
Thanks to the 4k complex, the Ultra High Definition technologies ensure you 
a flawless skin from TV sets to your best selfies, and look invisible on the 
naked eye!Comes in a total of 39 full shade range to cover a variety of skin 
tones. The texture is smooth and blends in seamlessly on the skin.
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Vivian has been a model since teenage age,

currently in her 30th with 2 young children. 

With everyday’s hectic lifestyle, taking care of 

her family and being a freelance model at the 

same time is definitely exhausting. Her advice 

is to manage time well, make a schedule, slot 

in an exercise session each day, making sure 

that she has time for her family and also herself. 

“I am glad to come across the Make Up For 

Ever new Reboot foundation, it does what 

it claimed to energised tiring complexion!” 

- Vivian. And we love it as you do!
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EVENTS | OUTINGS | ACTIVITIES | WORKSHOPS

August & September
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Private Colors Academy provide a variety of events for students to gain more exposure, experiences on a real job or 
event, so that they could learn to improvise and be independently successful.  
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As the official makeup sponsor for 
Esmod Kuala Lumpur Runway    

Fashion Show, the Private Colors 
professional makeup team hopped on 
with their luggage and tools for the 
backstage preparation for the event. The 
students of Fashion Design from Esmod 
Kuala Lumpur have shown their ability in 
designing and progressing their unique and 
trendsetting garments for the runway show at 
The One Academy, Subang Jaya.

The show, entitled Zeitgeist, represents and 
defines spirit or mood of    a particular period 
of history as shown by the ideas and beliefs 
of time. 
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MAKEUP PRODUCT SPONSOR:
@ MAKEUPFOREVERMY

Before the show started, students from Private 

Colors were hustling and rushing to complete 

the makeup for their models. We are grateful to 

have our sponsor which is Make Up For Ever for 

all the wonder working Ultra HD Foundations, 

primers, concealers, powders and more! Students 

learned to deal with different situations by handling 

different models assigned to them. All of the 

excitement came to place when the fashion show 

started. Models wearing their glamourous makeup 

and trendsetting garments designed by the Fashion 

Design students! 

Lastly, we believe that the parents of the Fashion 

Design graduates from Esmod, batch 2019 would 

be really proud of them! 

A big thank you to Make Up For Ever Malaysia for the 

willingness of sponsoring our students their products. 

Students had been able to achieve a flawless coverage and 

finish credit to their Ultra HD products! And not forget to 

mention their pigmented and easily blendable Let’s Gold 

Eyeshadow Palette!
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Zeitgeist
FASHION RUNWAY
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SISTERS
A huge congratulations to SISTERS Magazine for celebrating their 1000th Issue! 

We are honoured to have our academy as one of your makeup sponsors and have our students 

to do the makeup for the backstage and event crew 
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Next on, the Private Colors Academy makeup team was also the makeup sponsor for Sunway 
Dance Club performance named “Synergy” on 6th September. 

We were excited to see these bunch of young and talented dancers making their way in the 
performance field and doing their coolest moves on stage and underneath the 
spotlight! These amazing dancers as well as performers were doing Latin dance, 
Voguing, Locking, as well as other kinds of dance that would open your eyes!

SUNWAY SUNWAY DANCE CLUB

S Y N E R G Y

33
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On the 11th and 12th of September, and as well as 24th 
and 25th of September, Private Colors Academy was 
honoured to have Watson’s official team to once again, 
collaborate to organize a workshop for their fellow staffs. 
It was a 2 days workshop created and organized by Wat-
son’s official team as an opportunity for their new batch of 
staff to enhance on their makeup as well as social skills.  

The new batch of Watson’s staff take this 
workshop seriously and had performed well 
during both theory and practical sessions. 
Private Colors Academy’s principal, Casey Gooi, 
was the official makeup artist and lecturer for the 
workshops. He has been in the industry for more 
than a decade, including working with different 
makeup artists and of course a range of clients. He 
generously shared his stories and his tremendous 
experiences in the past with the Watson’s team. 

The main topics are Lifestyle Makeup and Dinner makeup. During the 
workshop, Casey demonstrated his skills on his model. In the 
process, he allowed the team to participate in Q&As as well as Keith Song, 
being the translator for certain students. Casey also highlighted 
certain points such as choosing the correct skincare products and the correct 
foundation undertone for your customer, methods of using different types of 
skincare products, how to determine the skin condition of your customer, etc.

Everyone was in awe seeing the end result that Casey has done on the model’s face. 
Ms. Doris, one of the person-in-charge from the Watson’s beauty team, mentioned 
that it is a privilege to learn, every time. And the new batch of staff have definite-
ly earned a precious opportunity of learning with Private Colors Academy team. 
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Eighteen outstanding designers from the older batch of 
Fashion Design students from Esmod Kuala Lumpur 
Academy have made their path and 
successfully launch their first ever clothing 
store brand named “Stories” in Avenue K mall.  
 
This time, Private Colors Academy was invited to be the 
official makeup sponsors for their runway show. Guess 
what? A whole new opportunity for our talented makeup 
students to gain more experiences and exposures for their 
portfolios! The team has to complete two different makeup 
looks for a total of 30 models, including male and female.
 

Stories is a collaboration between Esmod’s 
embassadors and as well as the excellent handpicked 
designers. Our lecturers, Casey and Rachel had always 
trained and reminded the students to be well aware of 
the surroundings, be discipline and take every event and
opportunity given seriously, as every job experience is a 
chance to handle the real situation and of course, step out of 
their comfort zone of learning and practicing in the academy.  

 
The show started at around 4.30pm at the 
Ground Floor in the mall. The colourful 
lighting that strikes on the runway carpet, the 
catchy riffs of the music, the overall atmosphere 
managed to catch attentions at the centre of the mall.  
 
Our students were of course, beyond excited to stay 
back for the fashion show to see their work being 
presented on stage. Esmod Kuala Lumpur is truly a 
professional art academy that fosters and educates 
talented and protruding youngsters. They have proven 
to the new generation that in order to be successful, 
money, time and energy are going to be depleted in 
the process but there is really no shortcut to the road 
of success except working harder and harder all along.

18 Designers, One Show. 
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S T U D E N T S  M O N T H L Y 
F A V O U R I T E

DIOR BACKSTAGE
Eye Palette (Amber Neutrals)

Inspired by the energy backstage at the 
runway shows and makeup artist essentials, 
this eye palette includes shades that suit all 
skin tones in buildable matte and iridescent 
textures for perfect eyes.
“I personally like the Dior eyeshadows for 
their easy to blend, pigmented & one can 
create many different looks from everyday to 
runway, bridal, etc.” – Edric Wong

Hour Glass Vanish Seamless 
Foundation

Weightlessness, conceals all discolouration 
and imperfections. It lasts up to 24 hours 
with no fade. The innovative formula is also 
waterproof, transfer-proof, sweat-proof and 
from light-refracting microspheres to help 
blur and create a soft-focus dewy complexion.

RIMMEL
Wake Me Up Foundation

The RIMMEL Wake Me Up Foundation 
is pearl radiance foundation. It contains 
Vitamin C that reduces signs of fatigue for 
a brighter and flawless looking skin. It will 
blur out the pore, making them look less 
visible for a poreless finish. Comes with 
SPF 20+. 

Morphe 
The James Charles Palette

The color never ends with this full spectrum of 39 
dialed-up, deeply pigmented shades. 
“The pigmentation of the shadows is really good and the 
many colours of the palette makes it fun to play with!” 
– Yuki Teh

LE RECOURBE CILS DE CHANEL 
Eyelash Curler | CHANEL

Eyelash curler with two protective silicone 
pad replacements.An essential that adapts 
to all eye shapes. An easy-to-use accessory 
with a tip that fits gently and perfectly on 
all types of lashes, without damaging them.
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LECTURER’S DEMO

Lecturer Rachel created a summer look by using 
two different shades of eyeshadow colors in order 

to give that summer vibe.

The first part is the complexion. Rachel explained to 
the students about the methods of achieving a natural 
and non-cakey foundation effect on the model. Next 
on, she used colour corrector palette to correct the 
uneven area on Shanice’s face before applying 
concealer and foundation. The most exciting part of 
this class was the demonstration of the eyeshadow! 
Rachel used a light yellow colour as the base on the 
eyelids. Next on she applied a tinge of orange at the 
outer corner of the eyelids. 

Shanice, as a student and the model during the 
demonstration was flattered by the look done by 

our lecturer, Rachel! 

As Rachel was demonstrating this makeup look, she 
gave a lot of tips to the students so that they could 
achieve the final outcome that they wish. Her tip for 
the students was that if they would like to apply this 
type of brighter and warmer eyeshadow colours, they 
would then have to apply one or two tone lighter foun-
dation for the model.

TODAY’S
OPIC

T w o  P o i n t  E y e  M a k e u p

B Y  R A C H E L  F O N G

MODEL:  SHANICE NG
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B Y  G E R M A I N  C H E E
C R E A T I V E  M A K E U PSTUDENT’S CREATION

Germain, one of the students in Private Colors 

Academy was hustling for her creative makeup 

exam.

According to Germain, the look that she was going for 

was inspired by a flower queen from Day of the Dead. 

She aimed to use a combination of red, pink and white on 

her model, Yuki. “They remind me of the color of mus-

cles and blood”, said Germain. She also used floral tattoos 

stickers on the model’s face, as well as jewels and 

holographic tapes to create the teeth of the skull. The 

James Charles Artistry palette from Morphe is the choice 

that Germain went for for her model’s eyeshadow. 
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B Y  G E R M A I N  C H E E

41
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Reception

Locker Threory Room

Practical Classroom

Eyelash Extension Room

Private Colors Beauty & Makeup Academy provides you with a complete and comfortable 

environment. 
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1. Advanced Professional Makeup & Hairstyling Course
Full Time / 12 months     Part Time / 18  months

2. Profesional Makeup & Hairstyling Course
Full Time / 12 months     Part Time / 15 months 

3. Bridal Makeup & Hairstyling Course
Full Time / 12 months     Part Time / 8 months

4. Personal Makeup Course
Duration / 2 days

5. Airbrush Makeup Course
Duration / 4 days

6. Body Art Makeup Course 
Duration / 4 days

7. Special Effect Makeup Course 
Duration / 4 days

8. Basic + Adcanced Eyelash Extension Course
Duration / 8 days

9. Basic Eyelash Extension Course
Duration / 4 days

10. Advanced Eyelash Extension Course
Duration / 2 days

11. Advanced Hairstyling Course 
Duration / 4 days

12. 8 Days Bridal Makeup & Hairstyling Course
Duration / 8 days

03-56111127 Office 
012-3447738 Zed Goh

privatecolorsacademy@gmail.com

www.privatecolorsacademy.com
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WELCOME,  TO SUBMIT YOUR PORTFOLIO! 

As a beauty and makeup academy, we are dedicated to nurture and educate the 
best makeup artists in the industry. Portfolio is an important source for a makeup artist.

Get Connected

Submit Your Portfolio, 
We will choose a few to be Featured !



Private Colors Beauty & Makeup Academy Sdn Bhd

3D, Nadayu Dagang 28, Jln PJS 11/7, Subang Jaya 47620, Selangor

03-56111127 Office 
012-3447738 Zed Goh

privatecolorsacademy@gmail.comwww.privatecolorsacademy.com

Design & Editor by Maddy Tan Mun Yee
@maddyt_hmua

Betty Yii Siew Chia
@bettyyiisc

Sze To Hui Qing
@szeto.huiqing_makeup


